Report on Expert Lecture on Practical Approaches to Substations and Transmission lines

Expert Lecture on “Practical Approaches to Substations and Transmission lines“ by Mr. Satish Rao Inukurti, Manager in Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd, Dharwad, Karnataka is organized by Department of EEE through IIIC for Students of IV B.Tech. Electrical & Electronics Engineering and M.Tech. (EPS & PED) in Civil Seminar Hall on 31-08-2018.

Mr. Satish Rao Inukurti explained about Practical Approaches to Sub Stations & Transmission Lines and Towers, Various bus configurations, protective devices for Transmission Lines and Substations etc...

Also he gave Substation maintenance & Safety precautions and carrier opportunities for Electrical & Electronics Engineers in Industry. At the end of Expert Lecture many students asked questions and resource person answered all the questions. Students got immensely benefited from his lecture.